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Breeze is on the move again, aboard Leap of Faith. There is trouble lurking in every port. He gets

mixed up with a cocaine kingpin, talks his way out of a Cuban jail, and takes on a pretty refugee as

a passenger. His trusty trawler takes him from the Keys to the Caribbean, and even to the

Chesapeake Bay, where he contemplates turning himself in to the authorities. This is a timely tale

that uses current events to shape the storyline; from our diplomatic relations with Cuba, to the social

impact of Fifty Shades of Grey.Robinson has proven himself to be a master of the nautical narrative.

His adventure stories are part John D. MacDonald, and part Papa Hemingway. Following Breeze

has action to burn. Youâ€™ll feel the excitement as the pages turn faster and faster. Youâ€™ll feel

for Breeze as he struggles with his inner demons. You wonâ€™t guess how it ends. (Second edition;

corrected for typos, error free)
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The author writes quite well, and knows the technicalities and culture of liveaboard boating. I

downloaded Book 1 based on s recommendation, and was hooked by the settings, most of which



we've sailed in our own boat. We had just enjoyed our last season aboard sailing out of Bradenton,

discovering and enjoying Cayo Costa, Punta Gorda and points south to Ft Myers. Yes, on a

sailboat, not a trawler - but we do stow our fenders in our bow lockers, Ed:). Now eagerly preparing

to return to our sailboat to enjoy those cruising grounds once again, I had to followup with Book 2. I

was disappointed that Breeze just couldn't get past his terminal stupidity, but that's what makes this

story. I'll just have to plunge right into Book 3 and hope that his troubles are a bit less criminal and

that he can get past those ashes and enjoy the ladies that gravitate toward this trawler trash:) Give

us a hail, Ed, if you spot JAMU, a Leopard 42 Catamaran, lying at anchor in Pelican Bay.

Ed takes you on another blow-by-blow adventure from Florida's gulf coast, through the keys and

down island in the Caribbean. Just when you think he's going to let Breeze settle down, north he

goes all the way to the Chesapeake Bay.As usual, beautiful ladies and plenty of excitement fill these

pages as Breeze gets tangled in all sorts of trouble from drug kingpins to the Cuban

Government.Read Trawler Trash first, the pick up this gem of a read.

Ed, you've done it again. You have written a spectacular book that kept me on the edge of my seat.

I have been to many of the place you mention in these books and its as though you've brought me

back. Your descriptions of the locations and the water and the sunsets are spot-on. Thank you. This

is a great follow-up to Trawler Trash, and I loved every word of it. Thank you!!! I bought it this

morning on  and couldn't put it down all day.

Leap of Faith is pristine and ready for action, and so is Breeze. His quest to reclaim what belongs to

him takes deadly twists and turns. The characters are realistic and memorable. There is plenty of

nautical action and suspense as Breeze walks a tightrope between his own survival and

doing-the-right-thing. Breeze contemplates the many paths he might take, but his actions are never

predictable. The author's narrative on the seas, ports and boating life is mesmerizing. I'm a big fan!

A smart but restless mariner, you can't help but "follow Breeze" as he gets himself out of one risky

endeavor and into the next. Well-drawn and engaging characters greet you at every anchorage, and

the author's intimate familiarity with Florida's west coast and the Keys puts you right there, behind

the wheel of Miss Leap, for the entire journey.

I enjoyed reading it.It was completely different from the first book that I read by Ed.....Ed's other



book( Leap of Faith )...is a reality book....although the vast majority of people...probably think he's

out in left field....but NO....to me...he is right on target...This book is altogether completely

different....it's a novel about a modern day pirate...who ends up having to pay for his

sins...Fernando.

"Following Breeze," another of Ed Robinson's boat stories, is as much a travel log of the waters

around the Keys, and the waters and islands, currents, channels, ports, marinas, restaurants and

clubs that a boater might encounter there. Anyone reading this story would have a reasonable guide

to those waters if cruising there. It read to me like a book written by a guy cruising those waters as a

way to afford said cruising. It's a good tale, and reasonably well told. A very pleasant read while

plying the waters between Cuba and the Keys.

I love these kind of books. They take me on adventures to wonderful places with humor, a little

romance and I was certainly rooting for Breeze through out!!
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